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Some measure problems concerning the retrospective 
sequential functions 
BY L . KLUKOVITS 
In this paper we shall study the mappings of the set of all infinite sequences 
the terms of which are from a given set X, so-called retrospective sequential functions. 
These are some mappings of XN into itself. We shall define a measure on the set XN 
in natural way so that the measure of the range of a retrospective sequential function 
. may be considered as the measure of the maintenance of information by the auto-
maton which realises it. 
We shall prove, that a retrospective sequential funtion is measure-preserving 
if and only if it is an onto mapping (Theorem 2). After this we shall show that, 
although k N has non-measurable subsets (Theorem 3), the ranges of finite state 
retrospective sequential functions (namely which can be realised by a finite automa-
ton) are all measurable (Theorem 4), and the corresponding measures can equal 
any rational numbers between zero and one (Theorem 5). 
Finally, besides some remarks we shall illustrate by giving examples that among 
the algebraic and metric as well as measure-theoretic properties of the retrospective 
sequential functions we cannot expect close connection. 
§ 1. Some fundamental concepts and notations 
Let X be. a non-empty finite set. We shall denote by {X} the set of all finite 
sequences (shortly: words), whose terms are from X. The elements of {£} will be 
denoted by p,q, ... and the elements of X by x,y, . . . . We remark that the empty 
sequence is an element of {£}. The length of the word p = xix2... x„ is the natural 
number n (l(p) = n), the length of the empty sequence is zero. 
and {£},,. will denote the set of all words composed by elements of {X}, 
the length of which is at most k and exactly k, respectivelv. 
If SOi, then 
SDHR = < / > ? | / > € S n A i € 9 t > . 
The set of all co-type sequences (shortly: sequences), whose terms are fromX, will be 
denoted by XN, and the elements of XN will be denoted by Greek letters. £ = £ 0 ) 
£ (2)..., where £ (i) (£ (/) £ X) is the i-th element of £ will be used for the detailed 
description of the sequences. We shall use the same description also for the words. 
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If p 6 {£}, a£XN then pa will denote that sequence i which satisfies the following 
conditions: 
H(i)=Pd) if i^lip) 
and 
• m = 4 j - K p ) ) if j > i ( p i 
if a«g{ae}, then 
9Jl«n = </»a[/jG9KAa€5n>; 
if 9Dl==</7> then we shall write instead of 9Ji9l the symbol />91. (( . . . ) denotes set.) 
A mapping of XN into itself will be called a sequential function (shortly: sf). 
In this paper we shall denote the sequential functions by Latin capitals. 
- If XN, then F91 denotes the set of all sequences, which may be written in 
the form Fa (a 6 91). 
For any natural number n let us define the sf Dn in the following way 
(D„cc)(i)=a(i + n) 
for all a £ XN and any natural number i. 
A sf F will be called retrospective (shortly: rsf) (see [3]), if for any p£ {£} there 
is a <76{X} such that l(p) = l(q) and F(pXN)QqXN hold. It is easy to see that q 
is uniquely defined by p. 
For all rsf F there exists a mapping F of {£} into itself. F is defined in the fol-
lowing way: for any />€{£} let Fp = q if F(pXN)QqXN. This mapping F is called 
an automaton mapping (see [4]). It is easy to verify that for anv p, r, {X}, r^s, 
(F(pr))(i) = (F(ps))(i) if i^l(p) holds. 
Let F be any rsf. For an arbitrary word p(£ {£}) we shall define the sf Fp in 
the following way: 
Fpcc = DmF(pa) 
for any a^X N . 
We know that for any /?€{£}, Fp is a rsf (see [3]). A rsf which can be written 
in the form Fp, is called a state of F. Of course it is possible that Fp = Fq in spite 
of q 9±p. If all the different states of an rsf constitute a finite set, then it will be called 
a finite state retrospective sequential function (shortly: fsrsf). We shall call the the 
family 
ZF.* = {Fp\№ = k) 
of the states of F the k-th level of F. It is easy to see that the set of all states of F 
coincides with the set of all rsf-s G, for which G£ZF i holds for some i (i = 0, 1, 2,...). 
This set is denoted by I F . 
We know that (F„)q = Fpq holds for any words p, q (see [3]). It follows that 
I F p Q I F is true for all /?£{3E}. 
The reader can prove easily that any state of any rsf is also retrospective. It is 
also easy to verify that the following assertions are equivalent 
(il F is one-to-one 
(ii) F is onto. 
Furthermore if F is onto, then F is one-to-one. A simple counter-example 
(F\<x-*xai; shows that the converse of this proposition if false. In the sequel 
if it does not make any misunderstanding, we shall write F instead of F. 
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If the rsf Fis not one-to-one, then there exists a word {X} such that F{£}. 
The length of the shortest word /? which satisfies the preceding condition is denoted 
by d(F). 
The cardinal number of the set 91 is denoted in this paper by |2i|. We shall call 
the word p an initial segment of the sequence a, if 
p(i) = <x(t) 
for all is l(p). 
§ 2. Definition of a measure on the set XN . 
Consider those subsets of XN, which may be written in the form 
P X N 
where p is arbitrary word. Enlarging the set of these subsets with the empty set, 
we get a semiring of sets, which we shall denote by S(X). The unit element of 
S(X) is £N . Let us define a set function p. on the elements of S(X) in the following 
way: 
( 2 - 1 ) . / * ( / * " ) = . 
where n=|3E|. It is easy to see that this function is a measure (see [1]). We assert 
that this measure is cr-additive. 
It is known that we can continue this measure so that its domain will be the 
minimal ring over the semiring S(X) (this ring will be denoted by 5R(S(.i))), and 
the continuation of /i will be also c-additive (see [1]). 
In the next section we shall often refer to the definition of the Lebesgue measure, 
and a proposition on measurability. They, are the following. Let a cr-additive measure 
m be given on some semiring of sets Sm with unit E. We shall define on the system 
<2 of all subsets of the set E two functions n*(A) and nJiA) in the following way 
Definition 1. The number 




where the greatest lower bound is taken over all coverings of the set A by finite 
or countable systems of sets B„€Sm, is called the outer measure of the set A^E. 
Definition 2. The number 
fiJA) m(E) — fi*(F\A) 
is called the inner measure of the set A g E. 
It is easy to see that njA)^/.l*(A) holds for every AQE. 
Definition 3. The set AQE is measurable (Lebesgue), if 
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If A is measurable, then we shall denote the common value nJA) = fx*(A) by fi(A) 
and call it the (Lebesgue) measure of the set A. The next definition is equivalent 
to definition 3. 
Definition 3'. The set AÇ^E is called measurable, if 
H*(A) + H*(E\A) = m(E). 
Proposition I. For the measurability of the set A(QE) the following condition 
is necessary and sufficient: for any e > 0 there exists a 2?£9i(S(3E)) such that 
The proof of this theorem can be found for example in [1]. 
§ 3. The main results 
First we prove a theorem which presents an analogy with some problems of 
the theory of real functions. 
Theorem 1. If two retrospective sequential functions differ only on a set of 
measure zero then these functions are equal. 
Proof. We shall prove the following assertion, equivalent to Theorem 1: if the 
rsf-s F and G are not equal, then there exists a set 21, such that / i (9I)>0 and 
E M n G9I = 0. 
Let a = a(l)a(2). . . be any sequence from XN, for which there is a natural number i 
such that 
(Fa)(i)^(Ga)(i). 
After this consider the set pXN, where p = a(l)...a(i). According to the definition 
of measure • 
M(pXN) = 
( « = |£|) and it is clear that 
F(pXN) fl <?(/&") = 0. 
Q. E. D. 
Lemma 1. If the range of a rsf F is measurable, then the image of any measu-
rable set under F is also measurable. 
Proof. The reader can verify that, if the range of F is measurable, then F(E 
— where $R(S(£)) — is also measurable. Let now 91(^3;^) be any measurable 
set. According to the proposition 1, for any £ > 0 there exists a set S £ 9 l ( S ( £ ) ) 
such that 
(3.1) / i*(5iA»)<e. 
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Let e > 0 be an arbitrary number and © £ 9? (.">(£)) a set satisfying (3.1). It is simple 
to verify that 
F9IAF©QF(9IA©) 
is valid. Take the outer measure of both sides: 
H* ( F 5 1 A F © ) S h* ( F ( 9 I A ® ) ) SI p* (51 A © ) < E. 
The reader can easily verify that 
(3.2) l i i*(F9I)-/ i*(F»)|g/i*(F9lAF©)<=£, 
and since 
( ^ X F S O a ^ X F S ) = F 2 I A F © , 
we obtain 
<3.3) | n*(XN\FM)-n*(XN\F%)\<e. 
From (3. 2) and (3. 3) we get 
{3. 4) \/x*(F2I) + ¡x*(XN\F9l) — (p*(FS) + ¡i*(XN\F©)| < 2e. 
Since F© is measurable, 
/ / * ( F S ) + / I * ( 3 E N \ F S ) = FI(XN). 
Since £ was arbitrary, it follows from (3. 4) that 
H*(FVi) + ii*(XN\FyC) = fi(XN) 
and this means that the image of the set under F is measurable. 
In the following theorem we give a necessary and sufficient condition in order 
that a retrospective sequential function be measure-preserving. 
Theorem 2. A rsf is measure-preserving if and only if it is an onto mapping. 
. Proof. 
Sufficiency: First let 91 €£(£) , i.e. 
n = p X N 
where p £ {X}. In this case 
(3.5) F9i = ?© 
where q = Fp and © Q XN. Since F is onto (and a fortiori one-to-one), its inverse 
F~l exists, which is a rsf (see [3]) and 
F'1(qXN)^pXN. 
By (3. 5), it follows from this relation that 
qXN<=q%3, 
i. e. 
We have obtained, that © £ XN and XN Q ©, from which 
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follows and so for any 9 l £ S ( £ ) the sufficiency of the condition is proved. Now let 
91 be an arbitrary measurable set. According to the precedings we obtain 
Ai*(F9Q = ^ (81) = MM). 
The set F i t is measurable by the lemma 1, and so 
M*(F90 = M ^ O -
The sufficiency of the condition is proved. 
Necessity: First we suppose that F is not one-to-one. In this case there are 
such sequences a, fiZX" (oc^P) for which 




where />€{**} (it is possible that l(p) = 0), x,y^X but x^y and ,oc, /?, t£XN. 
According to the assumption we obtain 
(3-6) F(pxQ) = qzY] 
and 
(3-7) ' F(pyO = qzt1 
where c/€ {X} (l(q) = l{p)), z£X and f]^XN. Consider the sets 
pxXN and pyXN 
which are disjoint elements of S(X). According to (3. 6) and (3. 7) we obtain 
F(pxXN) = qzVi 
and 
F(pyXN) = qz% 
where 91, SBQXN and 
Ai(?z8Q = p(qz<B) = p(pxXN) = «"('(")+1) 
•(/i = |£|). We remark that /¿(9l) = /i(93) = 1 and so ,u(9IA93) = 0. In this case we can 
suppose by the Theorem 1 that 
91 = 23. 
After these we consider the-set F{pxXN{JpyXN), which is equal to qzll. We have 
a contradiction, since 
n(pxXNUpyXN) = 2n- ( , (* ) + 1 ) 
and 
Ai(?z8Q = n -cw+D. 
This makes the first part of the proof complete because pxXNUpyXN is measurable. 
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Now let the rsf F be one-to-one but not onto, and a £ £ ' V \F£ ' V . We assert that 
there exists a natural number k such that 
jc1xt...xk'XN <t: FXN 
where Xi = oi(i) ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ,k). In the contrary case there exists a sequence of 
elements c/.j6FXN (j= 1,2, . . .) such that ij(i) = a(i) whenever l ^ i ^ j . Consider 
the sequence Pj£XN (j= 1,2, . . .) defined by the equations 
FPj^aj. 
Form the initial-segments of length j for every fij. From these segments we can 
construct a sequence ft, for which 
FP-a 
holds. This is a contradiction. If the natural number k above exists, then we have 
relation 
X-±X2 ••• ^ ^ ^ 3£ . 
We know that 
H(XN\FXN) = 0 
because the rsf F is measure preserving. We see that our preceding relation cont-
radicts to the measure preserving of the rsf F. The proof is complete. 
We may ask the following question: Are all the subsets of XN measurable? 
The answer is negative. The construction which leads to a non-measurable subset 
of XN is analogous to that of Zermelo concerning the interval [0, 1] (see [2]). 
Theorem 3. The set XN has non-measurable subsets. 
Proof: Let us define a relation on XN: a ~ / ? (a, /? <E XN) if and only if there exists 
an onto fsrsf F, for which 
Fa -= [). 
This relation is an equivalence relation, and let the equivalence classes be 91, ( i£ l ) . 
We choose one and only one element from every set 9l„ and we denote the set of 
these elements by 93. We shall show that 93 is not measurable. 
Consider the sequence of all onto fsrsf-s 
F i , F 2 , . . . 
and let 
93; = F,.93 j= 1 ,2 , . . . . 
The sets 93, ( J = 1, 2,...) satisfy the condition 
93yn93* = 0 j^k. 
Namely, if a€937ri93 t, then F7 1« , F ^ a ^ and 
F]-1FkFk-1oL = GFk-1« = Ff1« 
so F^tx ~ F t_1a. This is a contradiction. 
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If the set 93 is measurable, then the sets 93, (j=\,2,...) are measurable and 
Ai (33) = /*($_,-) by Theorem 2. Furthermore, 
xN = U » j . 
7 = 1 
In fact, for any a£XN one and only one index i(<E/) exists such that a£2t, . Let 
/? = 91,093. On the basis of the definition of the equivalence classes 91, there 
is an onto fsrsf H, such that 
a = HP. 
Since H is among Fx, F2,..., there exists a natural number m, such that a € 23m holds. 
OO 
The series i s convergent. Furthermore, /¿(931)=//(932) = ••• whence 
j=i 
it follows that p(93 y) = 0 for j= 1,2,.... Because 
¿Ai(SBy) = p(XN) = 1, 
y=i 
we have a contradiction, thus the proof is complete. 
In the following we look for an answer to the question: for which classes of 
rsf will be the range measurable. We shall obtain that the range of any fsrsf is measur-
able. 
Lemma 2. The range of any fsrsf without one-to-one state is measurable. 
Proof. For any non-negative integer t let us define the subsets Al t , A2 t of IF t 
in the following way: let Fpi£ Alt (l(Pi) = t) if and only if there exist words 
P2>---, Pk£ {^Ir such that 
Fpi = Fp.i = ...=Fpk 
and 
U FPiXN = XN 
¡=i 
and let A2, = I F j \ A i t . We see, if Fpi£Alt and l(q)-u, then FPiq£ Alt+U. 
In fact, in this case 
U Fp.XN = XNz> (Fpiq)XN, 
¡=i 
therefore, for all r£ {£}„ for which 
FPir = FPiq (/'=1, 2, . . . , k), 
we obtain 
U - V = XN, 
r 
and for any such word 
F{PS) = (FPi) (Fp.r) = (FPl) (Fp/) = F(Plq). 
Let us denote by 23, the set of all sequences a £FXN, for which there exists a word 
p€ {$}, such that FpdA2t, and Fp = a(l)...a(t). We shall show that if t<v, then 
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SB„i93 t. In fact, let a€©„ . Now there is a {£}„, such that Fq£A2 v and Fq = 
= a(l)...a(i>). In this case for the word r = q(l)...q(t) we obtain Fr£A2>t (otherwise 
it follows, that Fq£Ah„), and, owing to the retrospectivity of F 
Fr = «(l) . . .«(0, 
and so a £ S t holds. 
m 
Let r=(G1,..., Gm) be any set of states of F. If U GiXNcXN, then there exists 
¡=1 
a natural number f=f(T) such that 
m 
(3.8) I T ^ I * } , <={*},. 
i = l 




then for any x£XN there is a Gt such that the sets G,{3£}7 0 = 1 , 2,...) contain an 
infinite number of initial segments of a, and — since G{ is retrospective — these 
sets contain all initial segments of a, because T is a finite set. Let now 
(3.9) p1,p2,...,pj,... 
be words such that 
GiPj = oc(l)...a(j). 
Since X is a finite set, (3. 9) has a sub-sequence 
(3.10) Pll>Pl2> •••,Plj,- -
such that all words in (3. 10) begin with the same letter xx. An easy induction shows 
that, for any natural number k, (3. 9) has a sub-sequence 
Pkl>Pk2> •••>Pkj> ••• 
such that all words in this sequence begin with the same word xl...xkd In this 
way we define a sequence 
£, — Xi.. .Xj . . . d X N 
which for any k satisfies the condition 
m 
So we have a, namely a and a = U G(XN. We obtain 
¿=i 
m 
. XNQ u GtXN 
¡=i 
m 
namely IJ G^ = XN and thus, we have a contradiction. 
i = l 
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If there exists a natural number f=f{T), for which (3. 8) holds, then.there exists 
at least such a number and let us denote this number by / . If U GtXN = XN holds, 
then let /CT) = 0. 
Let now 
k = max f(JT). 
(If r has only one element, r=(G), then according to the definition f(T) = d(G). 
So for any state G of F, k^d{G) holds.) 
We shall denote by B, the set of all initial segments of the sequences from ©,, 
whose lengths are equal to t. Furthermore B, contains all the words q (l(q) = t) for 
which there is a word p (l(j>) = t) such that 
Fp£A2i, a n d Fp = q. 
We shall show that, for any natural number i, 
\BiU\s(n«-iy 
holds, where n = |XL It.is also true, that BkQF{X}k and d(F)sk hold, and because, 
of the retrospectivity of F, we have 
| F { £ } f c | s 1, 
consequently 
\Bk\^nk- 1. 
Let l ^ ^ l s s O j ' - i y - 1 , and let p£B{i_1)k. It suffices to show that there are at 
least 7z — 1 words qd such that pq £ Bik. The following more strong assertion 
is also true: the number of those words q £ {X}k which satisfy this condition 
pq€F{X.}ik, is at least nk —1. In fact, consider all the words ru..., rm£ {X}(i_1)k 
for which Frx =... = Frm = p. In this case 
therefore 
m m m 
U u {£}* = P U F r j {*},<=/>{*}, 
j = l j=l j = l 
according to the definition of k. On the basis of the preceding we obtain for any 
natural number t 
p*(®tk) S n* ( U qXN) S Z = 2 ^ f ^ T -
UeBtfc ) qiBtk «€Btfc \ " ) 
We have seen that if t < v , then ©„c:©, has been satisfied. Thus for any e > 0 there 
exists a tt such that for any t>tE the relation 
is satisfied. 
We observe that for any natural number t 
FX" = ( U (Fp)XN) U©, = 21, U S , 
and 2I tf l©, = 0. 
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Since F£*AW t = iBt and ^ ^ « ( S ' C . i ) ) hold (for % is a finite union of elements 
from S(X) and see [1]), 
ft* (FX." A3I,) = /i*(»,)-=e. 
By the proposition 1 from this relation the measurability of the range of F follows. 
Q. E. D. Theorem 4. The range of any fsrsf is measurable. -
Proof. Let be F an arbitrary fsrsf. We define fo rany natural number t three sets: 
/1^, ' is the set of áll fsrsf Fp(p£ {!'},) which are onto, mappings; /l2j, is the 
set of all fsrsf Fq(q^ {£},) which are not onto mappings, but there exists 
a word ( / ( r )>0) , such that Fqr is onto and finally /4 3 , := .ZV,\ 
It is easy to see: if F p £ A h , and {X} is any word, then F p r £ A l t t + m . Let 
k(H) (H £ I f ) the smallest natural number for which 
K(H) 3-
U I M . J j=1 ¡=1 
holds, and let k= max k(H). For the sake of simplicity,oput 
U GXN = 91, ' 
U HXN = 
U JXN = e , 
for any natural number t, and denote by B, the set of all initial segments of the 
sequences from SB, whose length is exactly t. 
The following inequality is valid: 
\Bik\ == \Bk\(n'-l). 
In fact, for any GdA2<k there exists a word r £ {£}(Jt) such that /(r) > 0 and 
Gr£Alit+l(r) hold. 
A simple induction shows, that for any natural number t 
\Blk\s\Bk\(nk-l)>-i 
is valid. Thus 
M*(®,k) ^ U qXN) S 2 til*") ^ 4 1 l"" 1" 1 
is true. 
Now let £, e 2 > 0 arbitrary numbers and fij-f e 2<£. 
It is obvious that there exists such a natural number tn for which 
U <7**1 = ^ ( © H £ l 
\q£B,k ) 
holds if t>tCl (in the following we assume it). ; 
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Since (£,k is measurable by Lemma 2, there is a set (££ 91 (£(£)) such tha t 
is valid (see proposition 1). 
Now we obtain that 
/t* (FXNA U 93 U G)) p* ( © ) + n* ( (£ ( ! [ A£) < Bl + e2 < e 
holds. Since e was arbitrary, in virtue of Proposition 1, this relation gives the measu-
rability of the range of F. 
Q.E. D. 
The following theorems give answer to what the set of the values of the function 
(x can be like. ' 
Theorem 5. For any rational number r, O ^ r s l , there exists such a fsrsf F 
for which we have 
/i( FXN) = r. 
Proof. If r=0 or r= 1, then the statement is trivial, thus we can suppose that 
0 < r < 1. The proof will be constructive and we make the construction in the special 
case X = (0,1) . The reader can show that this condition does not restrict the gene-
rality. 
Let 11 1 = 1* (; '=0, 1,...) and define two sequential functions 
i times 
(3. 11) G0oc = 00... 
G f l ^ a 
for any sequence a.£XN. 
Let 
0, a1a2...akb1b2... 
be the dyadic form of the rational number r, where there is a natural number m for 
which 
( 3 - 1 2 ) 
for any natural number j | -^-j denotes here the integer part of — 
After that, let 
f Ga i f O ^ / < A r , 
Owing to the condition (3. 12) we have only finitely many different states and these 
are 
F1° , Fil,..., Fik + m. 
A simple calculation shows that for the fsrsf F for which 
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is valid, where G0, G1 and F^ are defined by (3. 11) and (3. 13), we have 
Theorem 6. For any number p, 0 < 1 there exists a rsf F f o r which 
n(FXs)—p. 
Proof. We may suppose that p is an irrational number, and let its dyadic form be 
0, a-^a^..: 
Let G0 and Gx be defined, as in Theorem 5, by (3. 11). Instead of (3. 13) we consider 
= for all / = 0,1,.. . . 
We obtain by a simple calculation that if 
IF — (G0, Gi, Fjo, ...) 
then 
¡ = 1 . z 
Q . E. D 
§ 4. Two negative results 
We can ask the following question. If F and H are two rsf-s, then what is the 
correspondence between n(FXN)n(HXN) and n(FHXN)1 (We suppose that these 
measures exist). 
The next example shows that in the general case we can assert nothing. Let 
3£ = (x l s -\'2), and the rsf G0, GL be defined by (3. 11). The functions F and H will 
be defined by the formulas 
ZF = (FX1,FX2) 
where FXl — Gx and FXt = G0, furthermore 
¿h = {HXl, HX2), 
where HXl = G0 and HX2 = Gi. 
It is easy to show that on the one hand 
KFXN) = h№n) = j , . 
on the other hand, if for any x £ X -
{ xt if X = Xx f 
II X — X% 
and 
{ x2 if X = X, 
• -f JI X —-hold, then 
n(FHXN) = MxtXlXl...) + n(Xl X") = I 
2 
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and 
[i(HFXN) = =0. 
Before the description of the second result it is necessary to give two definitions. 




where m is the smallest natural number for which there exists a sequence a £ £'v 
such that 




Definition 5. We say, that a sequence of rsf-s Fik) tends to an rsf F ( F w — F), if 
lim g ( F w , F) = 0 
holds. 
Now the second problem is the following. If Fw — F then does 
lim n ( F w X N ) = fi(FXN) !(-+ oo 
hold? 
The answer is negative. Let x be a fixed element of the set X, and for any 
natural number k let us define the rsf Fik> in the following way: 
Fwa = a(\)...a{k)xx... 
mt this sequence 
lumber к 
l i ( F w X N ) = 0 . 
for any a € XN. It is easy to see tha tends to the identity of XN, thus 
¡i(F£N) = 1 but for any natural n k
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